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Distances in an Expanding Universe
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Barbara Ryden, Introduction to Cosmology (Addison-Wesley, 2003)
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Our Particle Horizon
FRW:  ds2 = -c2 dt2 + a(t)2 [dr2 + r2 dθ2 + r2 sin2θ  dφ2]  for curvature K=0 so √grr =a(t)

dp(horizon) = (physical distance at time t0) = 
a(t0) rp = rp

Particle Horizon

tangent to backward 
lightcone at big bang
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For E-dS, where H = H0 a-3/2 , 

ae➝0

= 8.58 h70-1 Gpc = 27.94 h70-1 Glyr

For the Benchmark Model with h=0.70,

rhorizon = 13.9 Gpc = 45.2 Glyr.

For the WMAP5 parameters h = 0.70, M = 0.28, K = 0, rhorizon = 14.3 Gpc = 46.5 Glyr. 



Velocities in an Expanding UniverseVelocities in an Expanding Universe

For E-dS, where H = H0 a-3/2 , 

The velocity away from us now of a 
galaxy whose light we receive with 
redshift ze, corresponding to scale 
factor ae = 1/(1 + ze), is

v(t0) = H0 dp(t0) 

The velocity away from us that this 
galaxy had when it emitted the light 
we receive now is

v(te) = He dp(te)  

The graph at right shows v(t0) 
and v(te) for the E-dS cosmology. 
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From E. Harrison, Cosmology
 (Cambridge UP, 2000).
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Distances in an Expanding Universe
Angular Diameter Distance
From the FRW metric, the distance D 
across a source at comoving distance r = re 
which subtends an angle dθ = θ1 - θ2 is 
D = a(t) r dθ,   or   dθ  = D/[ a(t) r] .  

The angular diameter distance dA is 
defined by dA = D/dθ, so 
      dA = a(te) re = re/(1+ze) = dp(te) .
This has a maximum, and dθ a minimum.

dθ

Barbara Ryden, Introduction to 
Cosmology (Addison-Wesley, 2003)

For the Benchmark Model
redshift z D↔1 arcsec

0.1           1.8 kpc
0.2           3.3 
0.5           6.1 
1              8.0  
2              8.4
3              7.7
4              7.0
6              5.7

max at z=1.6

max at z=1.25



Distances in an Expanding Universe
In Euclidean space, the luminosity L of a source at distance d 
is related to the apparent luminosity l by l = Power / Area = L / 4πd2  
The luminosity distance dL is defined by
            dL = (L / 4πl)1/2 .  
Weinberg, Cosmology, pp. 31-32, shows that in FRW
  l = Power/Area = L / 4πdL

2

= L [a(t1)/a(t0)]2 / [4πdp(t0)2] = L a(t1)2  / 4πr12  = L / 4πr12 (1+z1)2

Thus 
 dL = r1/a(t1) = r1 (1+z1) = dp(t0) (1+z1) = dA (1+z1)2

(redshift of each photon)(delay in arrival)

 fraction of photons reaching unit area at t0

Barbara Ryden, Introduction to 
Cosmology (Addison-Wesley, 2003)

redshift z →

E-dS



Summary: Distances in an Expanding Universe
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FRW:  ds2 = -c2 dt2 + a(t)2 [dr2 + r2 dθ2 + r2 sin2θ  dφ2]  for curvature K=0 so √grr =a(t)

From the FRW metric above, the distance D across a source 
at comoving distance r1 which subtends an angle dθ is 
D=a(t1) r1 dθ.  The angular diameter distance dA is 
defined by dA = D/dθ, so 
 dA = a(t1) r1 = r1/(1+z1)
In Euclidean space, the luminosity L of a source at distance d 
is related to the apparent luminosity l by
              l = Power/Area = L/4πd2  
so the luminosity distance dL is defined by dL = (L/4πl)1/2 .  
Weinberg, Cosmology, pp. 31-32, shows that in FRW
  l = Power/Area = L [a(t1)/a(t0)]2 [4πa(t0)2 r1

2]-1 = L/4πdL
2

Thus 
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Distances in an Expanding Universe

χ(t1) = (comoving distance at time t1) = ∫ dr √grr = a(t1) r1

adding distances at time t1

0

r1
=a(t1) for k=0

t1

t0

χ(t1)

χ 

FRW:  ds2 = -c2 dt2 + a(t)2 [dr2 + r2 dθ2 + r2 sin2θ  dφ2]  for curvature k=0

From the FRW metric above, the distance D across a 
source at distance r1 which subtends an angle dθ is 
D=a(t1) r1 dθ.  The angular diameter distance dA is 
defined by dA = D/dθ, so 
 dA = a(t1) r1 = r1/(1+z1)
In Euclidean space, the luminosity L of a source at distance d 
is related to the apparent luminosity l by
l = Power/Area = L/4πd2  
so the luminosity distance dL is defined by dL = (L/4πl)1/2 .  
Weinberg, Gravitation and Cosmology, pp. 419-421, shows that in FRW
  l = Power/Area = L [a(t1)/a(t0)]2 [4πa(t0)2 r1

2]-1 = L/4πdL
2

Thus 
 dL = r1/a(t1) = r1 (1+z1)

(redshift of each photon)(delay in arrival)

 fraction of photons reaching unit area at t0

χ = (comoving distance at time t0) = r1        [since a(t0)=1]



Distances in a Flat (k=0) Expanding Universe

Scott Dodelson, Modern Cosmology (Academic Press, 2003)

upper curves: Benchmark Model
lower curves: Einstein - de Sitter



Distances in the Expanding Universe
Dnow = proper distance, DL = luminosity distance,

DA = angular diameter distance, Dltt = c(t0 – tz)

http://www.astro.ucla.edu/~wright/cosmo_02.htm#DH



http://www.astro.ucla.edu/~wright/CosmoCalc.html

Distances in the Expanding Universe:
Ned Wright’s Javascript Calculator

H0DL(z=0.83)
=17.123/13.97

=1.23

See also David W. Hogg, “Distance Measures in Cosmology” http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/9905116

http://www.astro.ucla.edu/~wright/CosmoCalc.html
http://www.astro.ucla.edu/~wright/CosmoCalc.html
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/9905116
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/9905116


Neutrino Decoupling and 
Big Bang Nucleosynthesis, 

Photon Decoupling, and WIMP Annihilation

These will be the next topics covered, although we 
will probably only be able to start them Wednesday.
See Ch. 3 of Dodelson and/or Ch. 3 of Weinberg.



Neutrino Decoupling and 
Big Bang Nucleosynthesis, 

Photon Decoupling, and WIMP Annihilation

Börner, Early Universe 4th Ed, p. 152



Big Bang Nucleosynthesis
BBN was conceived by Gamow in 1946 as an explanation for the formation of all the elements, but the 
absence of any stable nuclei with A=5,8 makes it impossible for BBN to proceed past Li.  The 
formation of carbon and heavier elements occurs instead through the triple-α process in the centers of 
red giants (Burbidge2, Fowler, & Hoyle 57).  At the BBN baryon density of 2×10-29 Ωb h2 (T/T0)3 g cm-3

≈ 2 ×10-5 g cm-3, the probability of the triple-α process is negligible even though T ≈ 109K.  

Thermal equilibrium between n and p is maintained by weak interactions, which keeps n/p = exp(-Q/T) 
(where Q = mn–mp = 1.293 MeV) until about t ≈ 1 s.  But because the neutrino mean free time
tν-1

 ≈ σν ne±
 
 ≈ (GFT)2(T3) is increasing as tν ∝T-5 (here the Fermi constant GF ≈10-5 GeV-2), while the 

horizon size is increasing only as tH ≈ (Gρ)-½ ≈ MPl T-2 , these interactions freeze out when T drops below 
about 0.8 MeV.  This leaves n/(p+n) ≈ 0.14.  The neutrons then decay with a mean lifetime 887 ± 2 s 
until they are mostly fused into D and then 4He.  The higher the baryon density, the higher the final 
abundance of 4He and the lower the abundance of D that survives this fusion process.  Since D/H is so 
sensitive to baryon density, David Schramm called deuterium the “baryometer.” He and his colleagues 
also pointed out that since the horizon size increases more slowly with T-1 the larger the number of light 
neutrino species Nν contributing to the energy density ρ, BBN predicted that Nν ≈ 3 before Nν was 
measured at accelerators by measuring the width of the Z0 (Cyburt et al. 2005: 2.67<Nν<3.85). 

Kolb & Turner

time

time



Neutrinos in the Early Universe

time

As we discussed, neutrino decoupling occurs at T ~ 
1 MeV.  After decoupling, the neutrino phase space 
distribution is

fν = [1+exp(pνc/Tν)]-1   (note: ≠ [1+exp(Eν/Tν)]

             for NR neutrinos)
After e+e- annihilation, Tν=(4/11)1/3Tγ = 1.9K.  Proof :

Number densities of primordial particles

nγ(T) = 2 ζ(3) π-2 T3 = 400 cm-3 (T/2.7K)3 ,  nν(T) = (3/4) nγ(T) including antineutrinos 

Conservation of entropy sI of interacting particles per comoving volume

sI = gI(T) Nγ(T) = constant, where Nγ = nγV; we only include neutrinos for T>1 MeV.

Thus for T>1 MeV, gI = 2 + 4(7/8) + 6(7/8) = 43/4 for γ, e+e-, and the three ν species, 
while for T< 1 MeV, gI = 2 + 4(7/8) = 11/2.  At e+e- annihilation, below about T=0.5 Mev, 
gI drops to 2, so that  2Nγ0 = gI(T<1 MeV) Nγ(T<1 MeV) = (11/2) Nγ(T<1 MeV) =
(11/2)(4/3) Nν(T<1 MeV).  Thus nν0 = (3/4)(4/11) nγ0 = 109 cm-3 (T/2.7K)3 , or

Tν = (4/11)1/3 T = 0.714 T

FermiDirac/BoseEinstein factor



Statistical Thermodynamics

+ Fermi-Dirac, - Bose-Einstein



Boltzmann Equation

In the absence of 
interactions (rhs=0) 
n1 falls as a-3 + bosons

- fermions

Dodelson (3.1)

We will typically be interested in T>> E-µ (where µ is the chemical potential).  In this limit, the exponential 
in the Fermi-Dirac or Bose-Einstein distributions is much larger than the ±1 in the denominator,  so that

and the last line of the Boltzmann equation above simplifies to

The number densities are given by .   For our applications, i’s are



If the reaction rate                is much smaller than the expansion rate (~ H), then the {} on the rhs must 
vanish.  This is called chemical equilibrium in the context of the early universe, nuclear statistical 
equilibrium (NSE) in the context of Big Bang nucleosynthesis, and the Saha equation when discussing 
recombination of electrons and protons to form neutral hydrogen.





Deuterium nuclei (2H) were produced by collisions between protons and neutrons, and further 
nuclear collisions led to every neutron grabbing a proton to form the most tightly bound type of light 
nucleus: 4He. This process was complete after about five minutes, when the universe became too 
cold for nuclear reactions to continue. Tiny amounts of deuterium, 3He, 7Li, and 7Be were produced 
as by-products, with the 7Be undergoing beta decay to form 7Li. Almost all of the protons that were 
not incorporated into 4He nuclei remained as free particles, and this is why the universe is close to 
25% 4He and 75% H by mass. The other nuclei are less abundant by several orders of magnitude.





Ken Kawano’s (1992) BBN code is available at
http://www-thphys.physics.ox.ac.uk/users/SubirSarkar/bbn.html
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BBN 
Predicted 

vs. 
Measured 

Abundance
s of D, 3He, 
4He, and 7Li 

BBN predictions are 
from Burles, Nollett, 
& Turner 2001

D/H is from Kirkman, 
Tytler, Suzuki, 
O’Meara, & Lubin 
2004, giving 
Ωbh2=0.0214±0.0020

Olive, Steigman, Skillman 1997

Izotov & Thuan 1998

Bania, Rood, Balser 2002

Ryan et al 2000

WMAP         WMAP (Spergel 
 et al. 2003) says that
 Ωbh2=0.0224±0.0009
 (with their running 
 spectral index model)

 7Li IS NOW 
DISCORDANT
unless stellar 

diffusion 
destroys 7Li

Izotov & Thuan 2004:
Ωbh2=0.012±0.0025

Olive & Skillman 2004: big uncertainties



Kirkman, Tytler, Suzuki, O’Meara, & Lubin 2004

Deuterium absorption at redshift 2.525659 towards Q1243+3047

The detection of Deuterium and the 
modeling of this system seem 
convincing.  This is just a portion of the 
evidence that the Tytler group 
presented in this paper.  They have 
similarly convincing evidence for several 
other Lyman alpha clouds in quasar 
spectra.



Izotov & Thuan 2004

Determination of primordial He4 abundance Yp by linear regression

Y = M(4He)/M(baryons), Primordial Y ≡ Yp = zero intercept
Note: BBN plus D/H ⇒ Yp = 0.247± 0.001



Phys.Rev. D70 (2004) 063524 

See also “Supergravity with a Gravitino LSP” by Jonathan L. Feng, 
Shufang Su, Fumihiro Takayama Phys.Rev. D70 (2004) 075019

“Gravitino Dark Matter and the Cosmic Lithium Abundances” by
Sean Bailly, Karsten Jedamzik, Gilbert Moultaka, arXiv:0812.0788

The Li abundance disagreement with BBN 
may indicate new physics



The Li abundance disagreement with BBN 
may be caused by stellar diffusion

Lithium abundances, [Li] ≡ 12+ log(Li/H), versus metallicity 
(on a log scale relative to solar) from (red) S. Ryan et al. 2000, ApJ, 530, L57;  (blue) M. 
Asplund et al.2006, ApJ, 644, 229.  Figure from G. Steigman 2007, ARAA 57,  463.  
Korn et al. 2006 find that both lithium and iron have settled out 
of the atmospheres of these old stars, and they infer for the 
unevolved abundances, [Fe/H] = –2.1 and [Li] = 2.54 ± 0.10, in 
excellent agreement with SBBN.

Lithium abundance in very old stars that formed from 
nearly primordial gas. The amount of 7Li in these "Spite-
plateau" stars (green) is much less than has been inferred 
by combining BBN with measurements of the cosmic 
microwave background made using WMAP (yellow band). 
Our understanding of stellar astrophysics may be at fault. 
Those Spite-plateau stars that have surface temperatures 
between 5700 and 6400 K have uniform abundances of 7Li 
because the shallow convective envelopes of these warm 
stars do not penetrate to depths where the temperature 
exceeds that for 7Li to be destroyed (Tdestruct =2.5 × 106 K). 
The envelopes of cooler stars (data points towards the left of 
the graph) do extend to such depths, so their surfaces have 
lost 7Li to nuclear reactions. If the warm stars gradually 
circulate 7Li from the convective envelope to depths where 
T > Tdestruct, then their surfaces may also slowly lose their 
7Li. From http://physicsworld.com/cws/article/print/30680

http://physicsworld.com/cws/article/print/30680
http://physicsworld.com/cws/article/print/30680


The most stringent constraint on a mixing model is that it must maintain the observed tight 
bunching of plateau stars that have the same average 7Li abundance.  In a series of papers 
that was published between 2002 and 2004, Olivier Richard and collaborators at the 
Université de Montréal in Canada proposed such a mixing model that has since gained 
observational support. It suggests that all nuclei heavier than hydrogen settle very slowly out 
of the convective envelope under the action of gravity. In particular, the model makes specific 
predictions for settling as a star evolves, which are revealed as variations of surface 
composition as a function of mass in stars that formed at the same time.

By spring 2006, Andreas Korn of Uppsala University 
in Sweden and colleagues had used the European 
Southern Observatory's Very Large Telescope (VLT) 
in Chile to study 18 chemically primitive stars in a 
distant globular cluster called NGC 6397 that were 
known to have the same age and initial composition. 
From this Korn et al. showed that the iron and lithium 
abundances in these stars both varied according to 
stellar mass as predicted by Richard's model. In fact, 
the model indicated that the observed stars started 
out with a 7Li abundance that agrees with the WMAP 
data. Corroboration of these results is vital because 
if the result stands up to scrutiny based on a wide 
range of data, then we have solved the lithium 
problem.Korn et al. The Messenger 125 (Sept 2006);

Korn et al. 2006, Nature 442, 657. 



A Korn et al.



Looking for 6Li

Another way to determine the amount of 7Li destroyed in stars is to observe the element's 
other, less stable, isotope: 6Li. 6Li is not made in detectable quantities by BBN but instead 
comes from spallation: collisions between nuclei in cosmic rays and in the interstellar gas. 
Since 6Li is even more easily destroyed than 7Li, detecting it allows us to place limits on the 
destruction of 7Li.

In 2006 Martin Asplund and co-workers at the Mount Stromlo Observatory in Australia made 
extensive observations of 6Li in plateau stars using the VLT. In each of the nine stars where 
they found 6Li, roughly 5% of the lithium consisted of this isotope – which was larger than 
expected although at the limit of what was detectable with the equipment. This has huge 
implications not only for BBN but also for the history of cosmic rays in the galaxy and for 
stellar astrophysics. For example, the production of such large amounts of 6Li must have 
required an enormous flux of cosmic rays early in the history of our galaxy, possibly more 
than could have been provided by known acceleration mechanisms. Moreover, if the plateau 
stars have truly destroyed enough 7Li to bring the WMAP prediction of the mean baryon 
density into agreement with that obtained with the observed Spite plateau, the greater fragility 
of 6Li implies that the stars initially contained 6Li in quantities comparable to the observed 7Li 
plateau.

All of these facts make the 6Li observations an uncomfortable fit for BBN, stellar physics and 
models of cosmic-ray nucleosynthesis – particularly since the production of large amounts of 
6Li via cosmic rays has to be accompanied by a similar production of 7Li. Although 6Li can be 
produced in some exotic particle-physics scenarios, it is vital that we independently confirm 
Asplund's results. Indeed, the hunt for primordial lithium (of both isotopes) is currently 
ongoing at the VLT, as well as at the Keck Observatory and the Japanese Subaru Telescope, 
although such observations are right at the limit of what can be achieved.
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Dodelson, Modern Cosmology, p. 72



Dodelson, Modern Cosmology, p. 76




